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" PREFACE
The purpose of this document Is to help the user understandthe
Earth RadiationBudget (ERB) sensor characteristics,their advan-
tages and limitations.•During the past decade, frag_,entsof the
ERB sensor characteristicshave been published in a number of
different periodicals;This c_,plete assembly i11ustratingpre-
cisely how the ERB on IH_bus-6 and -7 collectedradiationdata
shouldaid the user in data analysis.
Technical supportin the performanceof this study was furnished
informallyby various ERB NET m_mbers.The followingindividuals
contributedsignificantlyto this study,
Lee Kyle, I_SA/GSFC,Greenbelt,HD
H. Jocobo_it.z,. _O_,/RESS,_ashington,D.C.
J. Hickey, EppleyLab, Re,port,RI
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NI!.,_US-6AI_D-7 EARTI{RADIATIO_
BUDGET (ERB)SEtlSORDETAILSA_D
COI,IPO_EI_TTESTS
1. IRTROOUCTIOI" .......
The averageuser of Earth RadiationBudget (ERB) data is usually unfamiliar
with the operating characteristicsof the sensor systems that provide the
data. The dissimilarltybotvleenthe thermopiles(used in the solar and fixed-
earth channels),the pyroelectricdetectors(used in the earth-scanningchan-
nels), and traditionaldetectorsmakes it importantthat a basic review of
their operationalcharacteristicsbe made easily available.This basic infor-
mation shouldhelp the user understandthe advantagesand limitationsof the
.. ERB sensorsystem.
Since ERB sensor constructiond_tails are sometimesof interestto the user
and not readilyavallabl_,they are given in AppendixesA, B, C, and D.
The "DesignStudy (FinalReport) for the l_in_hus-7EP,B Experim__nt"I contains
•", , • • ° . ,
most of the'pe'rtinentdetailsregardingthe ERB designhistory.Its historical
completeness(up to December7, 1970) m_Fes it unnecessaryto repeat,the de-
tails in this 200-pag_report.
2. DETECTORSE(.ECTIO_
• o . .. *, : , • , . • • • , , • o . , . , • . ,., • . . . .o .'. • . .. *o , . . . ,
ERB radiationm_asurementrequirements_verefoundto be unique.These require-
ments includedfairlyunifor_sensitivityto a rangeof s_avelengthsfrom about
0.3 to 50.0 pm and a linearresponseto several ordersof magnitudeintensity
changes.In addition,an excellentlong-term(monthsor years) responseuni-
formityin a space environment\tasneeded.
Pyroelectric,themistor bolor,.etersand therm.,opileswere among the several
types of detectorsevaluated•Based on this analysis,the thermopile's¢_sse-
lected for the solar and fixed earth-viev;ingchannelsI through 14 primarily
" because in additionto having the desired capabilities,it also had the re-
quired response tim__ capability. For the scanningchannels 15 through 22,
because a very shortdr,ell tir,:e_lasavailable,pyroelectricsensors_,,.r.e,_us d.
I
L .
3. THERMOPILES
A wire-woundthermopileconsists of a-cell of constantanwire that is }_ound
around an anodized aluminum heat sink. A portion cf the constantanwire is
copper-platedto fom the thennocouples.The thermopilesignalsare generated
by temperaturedifferencesbetweenthermocoupleJunctionsin intimatecontact
with the prlmar_yreceiverand correspondingreferenceJunctions.The reference
_- Junctionsfor the Eppley-type113thermopilesare in contactwith a reference
receiverwhich is identicalwith the prlm_,ryreceiver,but face in the oppo-
site directionand view a relativelyconstantten_eraturehousing. Thus, they
. are in nearlythermal equilibriumwith the ERB main frame.The time constants
of the primary and reference receivers are matched so that thermopilebody
- te,_peraturechangeswill not generatefalse signals.
Hickey2 indicatesthat in the Eppley then_opiledesign,the best propertiesof
tv_oclassicaltechniquesare ccr,-_ined:those of the Coblentzmass compensated
. thermopileand those of the heat sink thermopile,The deslrablequalltle_of
these _¢ire-vmundthermopilesare good linearity,l¢;;-temperaturecoefficient,
and long-tem stability.
As _ith all sensor systems when extremelyhigh radiometrlcaccuracy is de-
sired, many responsecharacteristics,_hich are consideredtrivialwhen run-
........ -."....... . :qf.-:tI!e-mi.1.1.accuracies.ar.e.adequate,.he.c°meproblem areas. For instance>.the
output signal of a thermopileis generatedby the tengeraturedifferencebe-
tween thermocoupleJunctions in contact _titha black-paintedradiation re-
ceiver surface and a correspondingset of referencejunctio,s.The radiation
absorptionand emission characteristicsof the painted surface determinethe
detector response.The instrumentthermalGesign _Jst isolatethe thermopiles
.... from spacecrafttemperaturechanges during data-samplingperiods and between
channel calibrationchecks. Figure 1 indicatesthe nature of the thermal in-
terchang_bet)(eenthe thermopileand its surroundings.Kncy,,=tledgeof the module
temperaturesof both the solar and earth-fluxchannels is needed to correct
for thermopilesensitivitychanges with temperature.Thermistortemperature
senso_ and very high accuracyplatinum resistancete._eraturesensors.were
installedin the thermopilebodiesand in the module bodies. •
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Figure 1. Radi_tlvea_d ConductiveThermal Interchangefor a llire-
tbund, galar_ced,Heat Sink The_,_pilein Vacu_,_ heu
{._ountedin a Typlc,_!SatelliteChannel Configuration3
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In theory and in carefullycontrolledlaboratorytests,ther_opileshave been
found to have noise levels c,_nparableto the Johnson noise of a standardre-
sisteref the same resistance.Thus, their inherentaccuracyis limiteJby the
analog-to-digital(A/D)conversionerror of one bit in 2047 and not by either
the thermopileor Its preamplifier.
3.1 THER;.IOPILEELECTRO_(ICS1'2'3
The analog chain for the themoplles shown in Figure 2 is essentiallyidenti-
cal for all these sensors. Since the thermopilesare dc devices,eler.tronlc
chopping is used to produce an ac signal to eliminateoffset effects in the
amplifiers.The preamplifierconvertsthe high-impedance,low-levelsignalsto
low-i_,pedancesignalsat a higher level. To minimize noise,both the chopper
and preamplifierare locatednear the ther_opile.The post amplifierhas t_,(o
roles: a_plificationand bandpassfrequencyshaping.This filteringmaximizes.
the sl_nal-to-noise,particularly,by reducingI/f noise.The full-wavesyn-
chronousd_,,_odulatoris used to convertthe ac signals back to dc. To eli_ni-
hate possible s_-Htc)'_Ing"" "• nolse transients,blankinD is used. Further signal-
to-noise ratio (mprove_entis provided by the g:tcd integrator-,v(hichInte-
grates tho si_jn{,lfor a fixed tin'_.The sample-and-holdcircuit stores the
integrator output Hhile the integrator is reset foY-the next integration
period. Since thc the_opile sensitivitiesvary approximately20 percent'fro,_
. ...."i : . ..• • unil_to"unit,""an'init'i_i"throuihput(o putvoltageper given input ra_,lance)
v;asneeded to set a_,plifiergains so that the full-scalerang{:_(_skno',(r,.
Absolute accuraciesof a fe',,(percent and relativeaccuraciesof 0.2 percent
vtererequired.The calibrationused in the data analysis_lasprimarilydeter-
mined fro,_1extensivevacuumcalibrationof the _,,holeinstrument.
3.2 PRO'3LE(,IAREAS ".
During the design and testing of the the_opile sensor system,a considerable
amount oF _ork _;'asrequired to eli_inateany sensitivityof the detectorto
_ radio frequencies(RF's).This _as necessarybecause a ther_opilerese_blesa
small r,_ultiturnloop and thereforerequires adequateRF shieldingand or'her
electricalsystem noise pickupprecautions.
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Figure 2. Analog Circuit Block for ERBSolar Channels (design developedby Gul_on)3 >__
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4. PYROELECTRICDETECTORS4'5'
The pyroelectricdetectorwas fabricatedfrom a thin slice of a materialhav-
ing a permanentelectricalpolarization(i.e.,a ferroelectric).The detector
response is producedby the dependenceof its degree of polarizationon its
temperature.However,polarizationcannot be sensedon a continuousbasis be-
cause a measuringcircuit that is connected to the detectorwill allo_ any
charge distributionto flo_ to the detectorelectrodes,neutralizingthe po-
larizationeffects.Thus, the applicationof the pyroelectriceffect relieson
sensing a change in polarization.For this reason, a pyroelectricdetector •
shouldbe consideredas strictlyan ac device.
. The equivalentcircuitof a pyroelectricdetectoris a current sourcein par-
allel with its o_m capacitance.Therefore,a change in detectorpolarization
vHll give rise to a displacementcurrent in the detectormaterialand a com-
pensatingcurrentflo_ in the externalmeasuringc_rcuit.
To detemine the re_pbnseof the detectorto incidentradiation,it is neces-
sary to _asure bot_ the effectsof input radiationfrom a blackhodyat"Vari-
ous temperaturesand the eifect of sensor temperaturechanges.Each of these
temperaturesmust be held constant over a range of values until a constant
output sensorsignal is observed.In general the detectorresponseis a lin-i • " " ' "
, , • • , • • • . , , , - , , ° , • . , °, °
!- _ " " ear fu6cti'on'ofchanginginput ichoPped)radiation.Ho_vever,the curre_ ,,illi
dependon the heat sinkingof the detectorelementand on the responseti_e.of
any coatingused to enhance its radiationabsorption.Figure3 illustratesthe
typical responseto a rectangularradiation pulse. Heat sinking causes the
elementtemperatureto approacha constant value, at which point the rate of
heat loss is equal to the rate of input from the constantradiationflux. The
slov_ingof the.temperatureincreasecorrespondsto a decay (or droop)'ihthe
output current. Surface coatings produce a roundingof the pulse's leading
edge.
The inherentresponsespeed of a pyreelectricdetectoris due to th_ fact that
it respondsto the rate of change of te_nperature,ratherthan directly.tothe
temperatureitself.It has been noted in Reference5 that its (3dB) frequency
range is from 2 to 2000 Hz. The inherentlinearityof the pyroelectric_.ff_._t_
_)_ _OR QUALITy,
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Rote: .Dashed llnes represent the idealized
case of no heat sinking (droop) or --
coating delay (rise ti_). The fast
responseof a pyroelectricresult_ frc_
th,_f_ct tlletth9 current produced is ..
proportion_1to Idlerate of chang9 of
the detector eler_ent's_verag_ tc,r.per-
ature.4
Fig_re 3. Responseof a PyroeiectricDetecto_
tea Rectr,nqul_.rP,_d_tlonPulse ". •
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ensures that the output current Is proportlonalto incidentpower even when
the elerr_nt he,_tihg is nonuniform.-This is especially important for fast pul-
ses, in _Yhlchheatingduring the pulse may be concentratednear the element's
surface.
4.1 PYROELECTRICELECTRO_(ICS
Since the basicequivalentcircuitof a pyroelectrlcdetectoris simply a cur-
rent source in parallelwith its _in capacitance,to convert the l_-level I
currentproducedby the detectorto a voltageat a convenientimpedancelevel,
a high-impedancecurrent-to-voltageconvertingprea_'_Iifiermust be used.
It is usually very importantto minimize currentnoise by using a high value
• of load resistance,or feedbackresistance(typically1011 ohms), and by se-
lectingl_s-currentleakagecomponents.Voltage noise is also important,par-
ticularlyat high frequenciesor _#henusing a large-areadetector.
4.2 PROBLEF',AREAS
• o . , •
In the ERB pyroelectricdetectordesiqn,particularattentionvzasgivento the
potentialproblemsassociated_¢Iththe high-i_edance natureof the input c_r-
cults, particularlysusceptibilityto electr_T_qneticinterferenceand micl-o-
phonics.These factorsrequireeither a ILYbrldetector/prea_rpliflerdesign or
• • .,.. .mo._ula_.construction.The ._atterapproachall_;.edperformanceflexibilityand
• , . . , , , . , ° o ." . , • , • . • . , o • . , . . . - , o ° , o ,
the selectionof a_glifiercor_ponentsproducingmlni_Jmnoise. ..
An additionalconcernwas the pyroelectricnatuY_ of the detector itself. A
detectorsystemspecificallydesignedfor le_ microphonicsand aco,_sticisola-
tion was used. The detector_vasfirmly mounted in a relativelymassivestruc-
ture.
5. DETECTORBLACKCOATI_GC,HARACTERISTiCS6 "-
A11 the ERI_detector surfaces \_ereblac_:enedv_ith311-401CI0velvet black
paint. This _aans that the absorption/reflectioncharacteristicsof the
painted sensor surface are ir>_ortantin dete_ining th_ detector respoRse.
Both the spectraland angularresponsecharacteristicsof the sensor',,$it_'Its
I painted surface should be accuratelykn_,',vn.One of the basic reasons this
knowledgeis importantis that when very accurateabsoluter._asurementsof the
Earth'sradiationare made, fairly largetemperaturevariationsare presentin
the field of view (FOV).Therefore,the angularresponse,as well as the spec-
tral response, is important.In addition, since the painted sensor surface
radiates energy back to the Earth or space, its emission characteristics
should be measured throughoutthe spectral regions used. Unfortunately,the
spectral responseout to 50 microns was not measured on either the black-
paintedthernopilesor the pyroelectrlcdetectors.
Practical black coatings never attain the ideal absorptancevalue of unity,
nor are they ever ideallyfree of spectralselectivity.The lattershortcoming
has beco._ _re apparentduring the past decade because of improvementsin°
spertrophotometricmethods.For ideal heat transferto the underlyingreceiv-
er, the thermal resistancebetveen the front and back surfaces of the black
coating should be zero, but this is also never achievedin practice.In par-
ticular,it is importantto ensureduring infraredme,_._ure,,_antsthat the inci-
dent beam .doesnot heat the black significantly,for it becomesdifficultto
distinguishbetv:eenreflectedand thermallyremittedradiation.In ary inves-
tigaticn regardingdifferences between laboratory and operational"r'.easure-
_nts, this problemshouldbe investigatedbecauseof the considerablediffer-
enc_ betweenthe tvo data-m._asuringtechniques.
In the m_thematicallong-vCaveiengthradie..,_e.tricconversionfrem a bla'cF.bodyto
an earth/atmosphereradiationspectra_,input, an importantconsiderationis
that the therm.opileshad a very thick coating of 3_;black paint,_hereas the
pyroelectrichad such a thin 31_,paint coat that the base material could be
seen throughthe paint. This could result in quite a differentlong-_'avelength
the_opile detectorresponsethan _as r.easuredfor the pyroelectricdetector.
Fragr_ntsof data indicate that a thick 3H coat of paint has higH-infrared
absorptionout to long_avelengths.The liqhtlypaintedpyroelectrierelative
responsebecauseof increasingsurfacereflectivityvith increasing_tavelength
decreasedto about 40 percent of its near-infraredresponse4 at 40 ixm.Unfor-
tunately,a thick-paint -_co_ on the pyroelectriccell would have considerably
degraded Its perforr,,anceat all vavelengths. ."
.
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6. ERB SENSORCONSTRUCTION
Since the opticalcharacteristicsof the ERB sensorsis not detailedIn'either
the Ni_us-6 or -7 Users Guide, a brief descriptionof the constructlonof
these sensors is necessary.A detaileddescriptionof each group of ERB sen-
sors appears in AppendixesA, B, and C.
6.1 SOLAR CHANNELS
Figure 4 sho_s a cross-sectionaldrawing of the typical-filteredsolar chan-
nel. Incomingradiationenters the sensor through a protectivewind_a. After
. passing through a spectral filter, it passes throu.qha second windo,_and
strikes a 3M black-paintedthermopiledetectorsurface.The first protective
. _llnd_,_minimizesthe effects of charged particles,_hereas the secondwlnd_,_
reducesthe effectsof solar filterheating on the detector.The s-_holeinteri-
or of the cell s,'aspainted black to reduce the effects of solar radiation
reflectionson the detector.
In ERB-7, a wide spectralregion (0.20to 50 I_) channel10c replacedthe very
narre',_,b._nd_,'idthchannelused in ERD-6. This channelconsistingof an inverted
cone t.,ithin_ cylinderproved very stable and radio_tricallyaccurate.
6.2 IIIDEFIELD-OF-VIE,./SENSOP,S
•"...".'" ....... .: Figure 5.she,_s.thet_,pic,_l'.opticel-arrangementof he earth-observlng.wide
field-of-vie'_,(I!FOV)channels,The tvo d_m_s providedthe same charged par-
ticle and infraredattenuationfilteringas _;,asthe case for the solar chan-
nels. Other £!FOVchannels had no he._isphere-shaped_;indo,,'sand sensed the
entirespectralrange from about 0.2 to 50.0_Lm.
6.3 SCANNINGCHANNELS
The ERP_has four optical telescopes arranged in a fan shape v;hlch is aluays
oriented perpendicular to the scan directions so that a _tide area of Earth is
s_;ept. The telescopecontainsa short-raveand long-waveoptical systen.As
shown in Figure G, the optical hard._areschematicof the narr_=lfield-of-vie_,
(NFOV) scanning channels, the telescope focuses collected radiatiori_-.Iter-
nately on one of tvo apertures.This is perfo_:edusinq a choppin.q_heel _._ith
I0
-.
Figuro4. TypicalSolarChannolSch_,_tic(s:oAp_ndlx A ford_talls)
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Figure 5. Typical l_lda Ffeld-of-Vtm,_ Earth VteMng Sensor
• • Systcq(seeAppsndi.xD fordatails). i
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Fly, 5 .  ERE Srrrinirtg Chrrnal Optical Sch;:itic (st22 L p p d l x  C f o r  deia l l l )  
mirrored teeth as shovm in Figure-.7.'.When.-thomirrors are in the radiation
beam, the radiationis reflectedto the infraredopticalsystem.The openings
in the mirror teeth pass the radiationto the short-_.$aver lay asse_.bly.As
noted in Fl.qure6, tlleshort-l_aver_lay asse;L_lyfocuse_ reflectedrAdiAtion
via ?43throughan appropriatefilteronto the pyroelectrlcdetector,
The long-t_aveportion of the scanning channels operates in a rather unique
fashion,ghena reflectingtooth is in the radiationbeam as sh_r,nin Fibres
6 and 7, the reflectedradiationpassing through the aperture is focused on
.- the pyroelectricdetectorby the t(5mirror.It passesthrougha coateddiamond
long-vsaveinterferencefilter beforestrikingthe det_etor.
_/henthe op_nlng_b_t_eenthe mirror teeth are in the optloolpath, blackbody
radiationfrc;_1an ar_a surroundingthe apertureis rcf1_ctedb_,P:_and focused
back throu_'1the aperturesllt as si_c_,_nIn Fi_Jre 6. This radiationis also
focusedthrou_ the co,ted dl;mondfilter ante tI_ed._teetor,;,sa r_sult,the
•.pyro_lectric(ac) ilet'ecto'rsense_ the differenceh_t_,eenthe Eerth/at_or,phere
or exteriorblackbod3,radiationand the internalslit-producedblacLI_odyr.adi.-
ation.
The radiationflo_,_schematicshc;,:nin Figure 7 i11ustratesin detail the na-
• - '- • .....'...tur_'of'th_s'.1ong-_,avelenqth"r.adi.ation._.easure_entprocess,A space vle;_anda
calibratedblackbo_, source on the sensor sy3tem support t._allare used _n
. space to deterr_inethe 1onq-_Yavedetectorsystem blackbodycalibratlon.They
produceEbb.1 as shc_;min Figure 7. After passing throu.qhthe coated dia_ond
filter,filteredradiatlonEbb.2 results.The very thin 3;.Iblack paint on the
....-- pyroelectricdetector produces detector responsevariation _Ith _avelength,
_hich can also b_ math_matleallytreated as r,filteringeffect,This produces
a theoreticalradiationEbb.3 that heats or cools the detector.Similarly,
Ee/a.I frc_ the Earth/at_.ospI:ereproduces Ee/a.3 that alternatelyheats or
cools the detectorv;henthe telescopevi_v_sthe Earth. The intern,_lblact:body
radiationEl_I produced by the aperture results in the radiationEi.3. The
resultantcounts transmittedto ground stationsthereforerepresentthe int_-
• , o
gratedspectralradiationdlffer_ncesbetv;eentv;odii_ferenthermalsources•
;I
i4
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Figure 7. ScanningChanael _n?rarad RadJatto_ FIo_ Sch_:_ttc
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6.4 ASSE_IBLEDCOt(FIGURATION
Figure 8 sh_as the locationof each of the ERB sensor components.As noted,
the solar channelsface fon(ardwhile the large FOV sensorsand the scanner
point de,vn t_aardEarth.
7. SEf(SORTESTIt,'GAt(DCALII_RATION7'8
The NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration()(ASA)has establishedex-
tensivespace operationalperformancecriteriafor most of the con_ponentsused
in the .Nimbus atelliteand the ERB sensor system.AppendixE describesa few
of the tests made on ERB components.Completesensor testing and calibration
vlerefrequentlycombined, and complete sets of tests repeated a number of
times as the problemsthat becam_ apparentin the tests v;erecorrected.Sev-
eral test locationsv(ereneeded because of the inherentnature of the tests
and the lack of certainspecialfacillti_s_t each testingsite. In Reference
7, the extensive details of both Eppley Lab and Gulton test requlrer,ents,
preparations,procedures,and data processingare listed.The overalltesting
of each of th_ ERB co_9onents is described in Appendix D. Additionaltest
detailsare given in the references.Figure9 indicatesthe typicalERB-7 test
plan fl_.(diagram. Problems occurring at any of the test steps required a
•" .-".'" ....... "._epeatof-_Jch.of'the"co_ple't_cycle,-Thus,I or 2 years were requiredfor
completingall the steps listedin Figure g. Perhapsthe most criticalpart of
-_ all the test proccdureslisted in this figure _lasthe thermal vacuumtesting
of the completesatellitev,ith all sensorsin place and operating.Reference8
/ indicatessome of the problemsthat arose in this performancetesting.
These tests _,_eredesignedprimarilyto exposeveak or deficientcomponentsby
stressingthem _tithtemperatureextremesand transients•Therefore,instrum,ent
functionalchecks_.;ereused to verify proper perform,_nce.Instrumentfunction
was verifiedeither rnanuallyor visually in real time during these tests. An
exception_:lasthe scan routines or patterns that requiredcoi_.puterdiagnos-
tics. F1agnetictape recordswere matteof each test sequenceto per{nit.post-
test reconstructionof events and trends. As indicated in Reference 7, the
calibrationprocess requiredexercisingmost of the cock,andsand functionsso
as to significantlyreducethe amountof explicitfunctionaltesting.For time
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and equipmentecononly,vacuum calibrationwas usuallyinterleaved_4iththermal
cycling.This combinationwas requir_d_becausetemperaturedependenteoeffi-
clents were neededto c_rputeorbitaldata. The instrumenthad to be accurate
over a range of about 10°to 40°C. It was not physicallypossibleto hold the
sensitivitiesof the 22 detectorsconstantover this temperaturerange.
The desired extremely accurate ERB radiometric_easurementsdictated that
laboratorymeasurementsbe made using standardstraceableto the best inter-
national standard available at the ti_ of the tests. Unfortunately,only
recently has a "World RadiometricReference" (WRR) beco,_ official,At the
start of the ERB calibration,the most widely acceptedpyrheliometercalibra-
tion was the InternationalPyrheliometerlcScale (IPS) of 1956. Since this
scale was under revisionat the time of the tests, a second pyrheliomoterlc
referencescale was also used. This referencescale _as in close agreement
with the resultsof self-calibratingcavityradlo_ter_,,9
The ERB transferstandards_.serethe ReferenceSensorl._odol(RStl)_nd an Eppley
Normal IncidencePyrheliometer(NIP).The transfer standards_.erecalibrated
• againstboth the Kendall-typePACRAD (cavityradiometer)and the Angstrjom_.type
pyrhelio,,_terin natural sunlightat Albuquerque,New I....Ice. These transfer
standardswere then used in conjunctionwith a solar si.r.r.Jlatornd a quartz-
- . . . ,
- • "'" ' •.....".wind_,,.,ed,vacuumch.arRber,to.establishthe final vacuumsensitivitiesof the ten
solar channels. " "
., Both types of transfer standards were needed because of time and spatial uni-
formity limitations of the solar simulator and the vacuum/air sensitivity
_ differencesof the RSM and the ERB. Many crosschecks_.lerenecessarybecause a
directcalibrationin a vacuumusing a uniformsolarflux vas not possible,In
additionto determiningthe basic sensitivities,it was necessaryto establish
a sensitivitytemperaturecoefficientin a vacuum in the as-mountedcon_Jition
in the instrument.
. The traceabilityof the filtered solar channels shc'rnin Fiqure I0 required
• that a set of filters matching those mounted in the ERa sensors be in.ti!e b_am
of the particular calibration source (usually the solar simula_or} While the
transmitted radiation was measured by the reference instrument. Generally this
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was one of the ERB NIP's, but occasionallythe cavitywas used to check the
results.During routine intercQmparisonsin the thermal vacuum testing, the
ERB Referencesensor model was employed. If:was also fitted with a set of
matchingfilters.Sincethe spectrumof the solar simulatorwas differentfrom
that of extraterrestrialsunshine, a filter factor analysishad to be per-
formedto all_ for adjustment.Althoughthis did not affectthe relativework
. done during the various tests, it would affect the ultimate results after
launch.In order to do this, the simulatorspectrahad to be measuredusing a
spectroradiometerconsistingof a double-prism(quartz)monochromator_hich
viewed a standardof spectralirradianceand the simulatorbeam alternately.
The referencela_-_was traceableto the then current versionof the National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) scale of spectral irradiance.The transmittance
• curves of the filterswere determinedusing a spectrophotometer.The mathem-
atical convolutions_tereperformedto determinethe magnitudeof the differ-
ence in filter factors for simulatedand actual solar flux. Since the true
extraterrestrialsolar flux curve _lasnot kn_;m, three of the most _ddely
accepted spectr'_were employed in the calculations.These calculationswere
• o .°° , . • • ,
employedto calculatethe expectedtransmittedenergy in each band. The cal-
culated energy was used to all_.tadjustf_nt of the gain of each channel so
that it would read near full scale _thenin orbit.The calculationswere suc-
cessful for all channelsexcept channel lOs of Nimbus-6(not a cavity)which
required insertion of screen .to cut do-_n the incoming radiation.• . ° _ ° o. . • • .. , o o . . o. • ° .... ° °
The traceability diagram for the fixed £$FOVchannels sho'rm in Figure 11 was
foll_,ved in calibrating these channels. Basic blackbody calibrations were all
performed in the manner indicated. The basic standard for this calibration _Yas
the International Practical Temperature Scale of 1968 as resident in the plat-
inum resistance therm_eter standard (traceable to NBS) used in the calibra-
tion of the PRT sensors in the Total Earth-flux Channel Blackbody (TECB)_'The
problems with the calibratioi,s using the TECBexposure technique are related
to geometry and algorithm use. The geometry _las imposed by the project con-
straints. The test environment did not allow for a true simulation of the
orbital geometry and required that the radiation leaving the TECBbe i.nter-
cepted by ERB in such a manner that it would not interfere _¢ith adjoi'nlng
instruments. The only alternative was to set the fleometry so that the channels
21
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11 and 12 were overfilled.Thls'mea'nthat the portionof the FOV, which would
normallybe filled by deep space _Lhe annular space ring around the Earth)
when in flight,was n_,_filled by blacl-bodyradiationfrom the TECB. Tests to
accuratelyassessthis effectwere not performeduntil 1981, 3 years after the
; launch of flir,bus-7. The study of h_ to apply this nei.linformationto the
i flight data is still in progress.
, The channels having hemisphericalfilters (channels13 and 14) were essen-
tially calibratedusing techniquessimilar to the calibrationof the solar
channels. The original intent was to perform shading calibrationsof the
standard technique employed for pyranometers(solar radiometerswith a 180°
FOV), using a cavity or I_IPas the reference.This proved to be impracticalas
did a number of other alternatives.As a result,the r'i_us-6ERB channels13
and 14 l,erecalibratedin air (atmosphericpressure)on a bench In the labora-
tory at Gulton, using the solar si,PJlatoras the source and the NIP as the
reference.For r_imbus-7,the same_procedurewas foll_,¢edexceptthat the tests
were performedin a modifiedthan'herunder vacuum.
• -o . , • ° . °
Figure 12 sh_s the traceabilityof the scanningchannel calibrations.These
channelswere calibratedin term_ of radiancerespnnslvityratherthan irradi-
ance responsivityas were the solar and flxed earth-fluxchannels.
" """" : • -"• • " The'short.-£_av_"_cannlnq.channels.ar . pectrallylimitedto the regionmatching
channelsIS, 2S, and13E by matchingSuprasil_Iwindows.The calibrationref-
erence for these channels was the cavity scale through a referencenormal
incidencepyrhelio,,meter.The radianceresponsivityof the NIP was obtainedin
two ways: (1) frownthe calculationof the effectivesolid angle and subsequent
applicationof this factor to the measuredirradianceresponsivityand (2) by
exposure to a diffuse source of known radiance.The latter method _as per-
formed by irradiatinga F_gO-smokedplatewith a stablebeam from a solar simu-
lator at one solar constantof total irradiance.The uniformityof the radi-
ance field _as checV.edby viewingthe plate at a nu:nberof differentangles
with the instrumentunder test. A radianceunifonnityof less than ±0.5 per-
cent vas determinedin this manner. The radianceresponslvltyof the NIP.I_-
tv_eenthe two metliodsaqreedto within _I percent.
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iThe short-wave scanning channels of the RSH _leredirectly comparedwlth a
referenceNIP by alternately viewing a common reflectancetarget that was
irradiatedby naturaland simulatedsolar radiation.The reflectancetarget in
this case was coated vdth barium sulfate.This procedureincludedmonitoring
the incidentradiation_Ith another calibratedt_IPin such a manner tl_atthe
effectivereflectanceof the plates for the geometricalconditionswas estab-
........ Iished.
7.1 SOLAR CHAh'f(ELSI THROUGH10
Solar channelcalibrationconsistedof exposingtilerlormalIncidentPyrheliom-
eter (((IPI} (in room air) and the Reference Sensor Flodel(RSH2) (in air or
._, vacuumat varioustemperatures)sequentiallyto the solar simulatorbeam. The
solar simulatorv(asadjustedto approximatelyone solar constantas measured
behinda quartz_indo_ identicalwith the vacuumchambertHndows.The flipi(as
used to determinethe solar constant.
To correct for short-termsolar simulatorvariations,a travelingthermopile
• . , , •
was used to instantaneouslymonitor solar sin_latoroutput. It \yesnot cali-
brated in absoluteter_:s.A m_sk i_asmounted in the si_Jlatorbeam so.that
correspondingchannels in the RS._,!and ERB used exactlythe sam_ part of the
simulator beam leading to reproducibleERB/RSFIratios even in the face of
• • spat.ial.nonuniformitiesof I or 2 percent in the beam. Either the ERB or the
• • , _ "., • , . o . . ° .. • • o • . • , , ,', . , . . • °
RSI.!•couldbe illuminatedt)ya simpletranslationof the si_jlator.
7,2 EARTH-FLUXCHA)(IiELS11 THROUGH 148
Calibrationof the VFOV earth-fluxchanrelsfell into two categories:short-
wave (channels13 and 14) and lonq,_ave(channels 11 and 12). The calibration
of channels13 and 14 (the short-vlave_:holeearth-fluxchannels)used proce-
dures similarto those for the solar channelsbut requiredaddition_l_quip-
n_nt. Physical limitationsin the vacuum chamber preventecJillumi{_ationof
these channelsfrom a sourceexternalto the cham')er.A quartz iodinelamp ilas
arrangedto illuminatethe foregoingchannels in vacuum and air to establish
vacuum/airresponseratios. The lamp currentwas carefullycontrolledto an-
. . . .
sure constancyduring the two measure._;ents....
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! Having _stablishedthe vacuum/alrratios,the instrumentwas removedfrom the
chamber and set up for illuminationof channels13 and 14 by the solar simu-
lator operatingat a reduced level. The simulatorbeam was again masked so
that ti_ebeam intensitywas well characterizedover the small regioninvolved.
Although this approach for calibratinga wide-angle sensor differs from the
reflectin_hemisphereapproach,it was thought to be more accurate.Available
hemisphereswere not suitablyLambertianor uniformto producea better call-
bratlon.
• Channels 11 and 12 (shown in detail in AppendixB)were calibratedusing a
highly emissiveTECB, designedto fill the FOV llitha uniformtarqet tempera-
ture (no thermal gradientswere present).Precisionplatinumresistancethor-
-. mometers were used to measure the target ten_peratures.Target temperatures
from 180°to 39_K were used in ten approximatelyequal radiancesteps. Tem-
peratureswere controlledand monitoredto 0.1°C for these calibrations.This
approachestablishednot only the scnsitivltybut also the linearityof the
:_" channel responseto various blackbody te,_eratures.Calibrationmeasurements
were also perfomi_d at "various instrumenttemperaturesto establish,their
temperatureresponsecoefficients.
7.3 SCANNINGCHAN!IELS15 THROUGH228
The ERB scanningchannelswere the only earth-viewingchannelshaving a flight
" "'"" : " "".... "_alT6ration:'system.'?he l'ong_waveInfraredchannelshad an internalbl'aCkbody
referencewhich could be viewedthroughthe telescope.The short-_avechannels
had an aluminizedflat plate which could be used to reflectsolar radiance.
In the laboratory, the long-_;ave channels can be considered to have a dual
calibration. First, they vere calibrated directly in vacuum by use of a Long-
l,lav_ Scan Channel Blackbody (LI,tSCB), The tJ}SCBhas four target areas that are
• i highly emissive because they had emlssive surfaces as v'ell as qeometric radi-
ation trapping. Each target area overfilled ti_e 0.25° by 5,14° FOV, and each
area had its own platinum resistance thermometer. A target temperattlre 10-
level calibration was perforF>ed over the range of -165° to +500C.
• .
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The internalblackbodytargetwas calibratedusing the direct calibration of
the channels as a transferstandard. In other words, by viewingfirst an ex-
ternal target of nearly the same temperatureas the internaltarget and then
, viewing the internaltarget, the latter is calibrateddirectly against the
externaltarget.Since the geometry of viewing the Internal target did not
chango,a well-definedcallbrationpoint for In-fllghtuse was available.It
. is importantto note that the internaltarget temperaturereadoutschemewas
part of this calibration.Because of the articulationpropertiesof the scan
': head, the internaltargetwas buried deep inside the instrumentv:hereit was
" least subjectto surfacedegradationand was in a stabletemperatureenviron-
ment.
The prelaunchshort-wavescan channel calibrationHas performedby vle_ingan
aluminizedflat plate reflectancetarget,_hich vtasilluminatedby the solar
sipJlator.The amount of light leaving the target was determinedby direct
measurementusing a speciallycallbrated[lIP.Over the viev_ingang'_esused,
the target was found to be very nearly Lambertianso that vsithknowledgeof
the incident radiation level, the reflected radiationcould be determined.
Highly reflective,freshly smoked magnesium oxide plates were used for the
final calibrationthat verified earlier calibrationsusing barium sulphate
plates.
• " . • . • " * . o ° . -.. .,_ ', ; ", • . . . . ° o ". .., , o" ° • o ° . • , • • , ,
This flat plate calibrationtargetwas used in space to reflectsunli'qhtinto
the short-wavescan channelsduring calibrationperiods.Since the solar angle
--- of incidenceon the plate varies continuouslyasthe spacecraftorbital posi-
tion changes,the reflectedradiationintensityalso varies•This angle effect
Has d._terminedin laboratorytestinghy tiltingthe instrumentin front of the
solar simulatorand obtainingthe sensor responseratio relative to normal
incidence.Should the spacecraftyaw exceed design limits,similarylivangle
correctionfacto_ _.ered_ter_sinedover a-_20 degreerange.
7.4 II_-FLIGHTCALIBRATIONA_IDCHECKS11'12
In-flightchecks of the degradationof the solar and earth-fluxcha_n_Is_ere
acco,Trplishedby occasionallyunshutteringthe referencechannels I and 11,
which are duplicatesof channels2 and 12, respectively.
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In additionto these opticalcalibrationchecks, the electroniclinearityand
gain were checked, on con_nand,bY replacingthe normal varyingscene signals
with fixed staircaseinput signals.Any changes in electroniccalibrationwere
noted and correctionsapplied.
A go/no-goheater systemprovidedan additionalfunctionalcheck for channels
I through14. Each of tileforegoingchannelsha_ a resistorinstalledadjacent
to the referenceJunctionthermopilereceivers.Upon actuationof the go/no-_o
command,a precise voltag_was appliedto these resistors.Since there are no
shuttersfor channels13 and 14, their responsewas contaminatedby the scene.
Channels 11 and 12 were influencedby the shuttertemperaturesthat are in-
cluded in the temperaturetelemetrypoints.The short-wavechannelsI through
10 were checked with the solar door shut. Although this system was desiqned
primarilyfor prelaunchcheckoutpurposesand not for calibration,its repeat.
ability and stabilitywere useful in long-termflight calibrationconfidence
determinations.
• o , ° .
.... Periodic in-flight checks of the short-wavescanning channel's calibration
were accomplished by vle',zing the solar-i11uminated,diffuselyreflecting"pl_ite
described in Section 7.3. 14henthe scan head was commanded to "Shortwave
_ Check," a door opened exposingthe laboratory-calibratedflat plate to sun-
• .light;._vhichit reflected.intothe short-wavechannels.Studiesof the ref.lec-
. • . . . • , • ° • • . . . • . . . . •
tance characteristicsof this plate in space•have indicateda sl_,_st'eady
temporaldegradationeven though it is securelystored behind a door between
measurements.
X"
Periodicallythe infraredI_FOVsystemwas calibratedby pointingthe telescope
at space and then at an internalblackbodyhaving a very accuratetemperature
measurementsystem.A linear interpolationbetween these two blackbody..radi-
ances_as used to determinethe operationalinfraredalgorithmcoefficients.
In the determinationof sensor drift or chang_ in sensor response (sensitiv-
ity), the fact (indicatedin Sectior 6.3) that the short-wavelengthand long-
wavelengthchannels operate in two entirelydifferent r..odesneeds emphasi's.
The short-wavechannelsoperate in a conventionalsensornode, and therefore
/j.. I
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any sensitivitychange becomes apparentwhen correlationl.lithother channel
, data is made.
In the long-wavescanning channel calibration,the counts are determinedby
the differencebetween referenceradiances.Therefore,any change in sensor
detectivitywill not be apparentin the data using conventionalanalysistech-
. nlques. It is necessaryto consider in detail the i_lications ofthls non-
conventionaldata recordingbefore it can be understood.
.-" In the prelaunchtests, •equipmentlimitationsmade it necessaryto overfill
the IVFOVdetectorfield of vievtwith blackbodytarget radiation.Tests _ere
made recentlydeterminingthe WFOV response to the cold ring of space aroundr
.. the Earth, _hich is includedin the field of viev_of channels 11 and 12 on
- both ERB 6 and 7. In these tests, a flight spare of the ERB _IFOVsensors
yieldeda blackbodysurroundedby a liquid nitrogen cooled ring. A modified
.;" algorithmall_,_ingsolutionsfor all calibrationgec_etries_sasdeveloped.12
Additionalcalibrationchecks have been performedon the ERB-7 data after the
data _Yereprqcessed-.intoradiancedata. Among these checks are the following:
o Co_,parisonbet_¢eenthe I;FOVand I_FOVdata to determinean adjustnentto
the originalcalibrations.
o Estimationof channel13 by subtractingchannel12 night from channel12
• , o" , o° • , o °, _ , , ,. "o" o .. ° , , . . , ,, o , , .
"" : " " .... " "day when observed over d uniformly emittin_ surface (e.g., Tropical
Pacific). 11
o Comparisonof channel 13 observationsover the Sahara Desert. Channel
13 measurementswere norn_alizedfor solar zenithanqle and averagedover
2-week,3-_eek, and monthlycycles. These valuesv1erethen comparedto
determinethe degradationof channel13.
"°
.-.:.... o Comparisonof channels11 and 12 vlhenboth are unshuttered.
o Analysisof data taken duringsatellitepitchupmaneuversthat all_, the
WFOV channelsto view the Sun directly.
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,' As part of the ERB-6 reprocessing,the E_B-6 WFOV channeldata are also being
., compared with the ERB-7 I_FOVdata for.orbits that are approximatelyco]Io-.
-_,. cated. 13 ..../
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APPENDIXA
SOLARCHANNELCONSTRUCTION
In ERB-6 and -7 there were I0 solar channels. These were independent medular
elements each having only filters, apertures, and a mated amplifier. They were
mounted in an array with no imaging optics. Thermopile detectors respond to
; temperaturechangesproducedby solar radiationstrikingtheir surfaces.Sen-
sor thermalemissionthroughthe apertureand to their surroundingscool them
and requirealgorithmcorrectionbased on laboratorymeasurements,
I. THERNOPILEHARDV!AREDETAILS1
The detectorsfor all channels discussedhere were improvedversions of the
wire-woundtype of thermopilesused in the Eppley-JPLradiometers.There were
two types: N3 and KE. Type N3 is used for channels 1S through 8S and 11E
through 14E. Those in the earth channelshad a circularblackenedarea on the
receiver,wi_ereasthose in the solar channelswere blackenedover the entire
square.Channel_ 9S""and I0S had type K2 thermopiles,_Yhichwere larger but
similar in constructionto the N3 type. Figure A-1 is a drawing of the N3
ther_opile.The identifiedbasic parts are given in this figure.
The thermopileswere constructedto react to a conductivethermaltransientin
" • "'..'.--':...'.sbch'.a');ay-that.both.act,iyeand.re.ferencereceivers_ould respondsimult.ane-
ously and equally to the temperatureoffset, thus cancellingany offs.etin
output signal.The time constantsof the actual active and referencecouples
were also _tched by positioncontrol during the plating operation.The re-
ceivers were matched, coated, and mounted so as to ensure a time-constant
balance.This requirementwas extremelyimportantbecauseof the orbitalchar-
acteristicsof the experiment,since solar measurementswere made during the
thermal transientperio_ due to the satellitecrossing the termlnatar,from
darknessto full sunlight.It _._asa highly criticalparameterfor channels9S
and IOS, havingtype K2 thermopiles,because of the l_-radiation inputsignal
, levels and the high sensitivity of the thermopiles. For this reason, the ac-
_ tive and referencejunctionti_,_constantsof the K2 thermopileswere balanced
within _2 percent.The type N3 thermopilewas balancedwithin ±5 percentto
A-1
tp
ORIGINALPA(;_ I_
OF POORQUALrTY
_Ther_pile body (the tw,o mounting lugs r:xtendto
either side of the _lainbody; the top surface of
the lugs is tiletherm,,altransfercontrol surface
to the channelbody)
• o , , . . . . . , . ° , • .. , .,' - , • , '.- , -, "• , , • . , . ° ° .
• ° .
The hole in the right lug at (a) v;asfor mountlng
the monitoringthermister
(_ontacts
(_nsulator that electricallyisolates the contact
r,,_unting scre_
(_Contactmounting scre_i
_'_;ound and plated copper-constantan thermocouple
_Ires (the couples are _ade by plating copper
rover a v_oundconstnntan cell in a particular
m_nner)
_ctive (upper)and reference(lo;ver)receivers o
Figure A-I. Schematicof the Constructionof a typlc_l
Solar Sensor Therm,opilel
I \
I
I
l
I
0
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, meet the accuracyobjectivesof the other channels.The ERB-7 channelsare the
I
, " same as those of ERB-6, except for channel 10, which was designed as indicated
in Table A-I and describedin Section4.
•... All ERB-6 channels except for channels9S and 10S had the same thermopile,
type N3_ _hereas channels9S and I0S had type K2. The larger size K2 thermo-
pile was requiredto obtain adequateIrradlancere_ponsivity.The very narr_,4
spectral bano_.sidthsu ed for these two ERB-6 channels produced relatively
small irradiancesignals.The K2 thennopileshad a larger receiverarea but
I otherwisewere similarin constructionto the N3 thermopiles.However,because
i of the larger thermlsters,channel 9S and the ERB-6 I0S FOV's were different
! from the other solar channels.
i
1 Definitionsof the FOV geometryused are shown in FiqureA-2. The unencumbered
!. field is that for which the source filled the entire receiver.The central
I - field_._assuch that the geor,,etrlcalcenter of the receiver_.sasconsideredas a
! .--_: point detector,and the maximum field _as that over _-_hichany part of the
sourcecould be seen,by,any part of the detector.!
J The Sun was viewedby ERB _hen it was vithin the unencumberedfield for ab.out
! "
} ..... 3 minutes over the Antarctic region.The solar channelsvere also monitored
'_ both before and after solar acquisitionto obtain space radiationfor refer-
ence use.
!° • • • • , • oo , . • •• . ° • , , . ° , ° " • " ° ,'.•.-, ",• •. • o • • . • . ° . °° • • • . • ,
! 2. ERB SPECTRALRESPONSE ""
i
i The spectral intervalsmonitoredby the ten ERI3-6solar channelsare illus-
trated in FigureA-3, which are superimposedon the 1971 standardextraterre.s-}
_i trial NASA curve.Basically,the intervalsinclude:
i o Necessaryinputdata for the heat budget calculations
_- ... - o Bands in which deviationsamong varioussolar spectralcurves exist
:_ o Bands in _:hlchsolar variabilitymay be evident
: . ChannelsI and 2 were dup.licates,channel I being the referencefor chani_el:?
ii in the in-flightcalibrationpro(Iram.Channels4 and 5 containedbroad barv!-
_. pass filters that matched those of the standard Schott glasses, (IG53O-and
;I
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Table A-I
Characteristicsof ERB-6 and -7 Solar Channels
Channel k'avelengthLimits FiIter
(pro)
l , , • . ,.
1 0.2 - 3.B SuprasilW
2 0.2 - 3.B SuprasilW
3 <0.2 to >50 None
4 0.526 - 2.P, 0G530
5 0.698 - 2.8 RG695
6 0.395 - 0.508 Interference
Filter
7 0.344 - 0._60 Filter
8 0.300 - 0._10 Filter
9 0.275 - 0.360 Filter
i0c"(ERB-7) <0.2 to>50 None
Variationof ERB-6 from ER_-7 Solar Channels
10s (ERII-6) 0.243 - 0.312 Interference
Filter
• , ...'.. . ,- . . . . . , •
Notes: 1. Channels I and 2 are redundant.Channel 1 is
normally shutteredand is open periodically
to adjustvalue of channel2.
2. Channel 10c is a self-calibrating cavity •
channel added _o Nir-_us-7 and replacing the
UV channel on Nimbus-5.
3. All are types of Eppley wlre-wound thermo- ".
piles.
4. The unencumbered FOV for all channels is I{7
degrees; the maxiF;umfield is 26 deqrees for
channels I thro':gh 8 and ERI_-7 lOc. The r,_xi-
mumF(IV for ERB..7channel 9 is 28 degrees and
for ERti-6 channel I0 is also 28 degrees. ."
• A-_
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Figure A-2. PertinentFOV Definitionsfor ERB Solar
and Earth-FluxChannels
_ RG695, of the VIorldHeteorologlcalOrganization.The filters w,ere protected
against particle radiationby 4-_m-thickwind6,,_,,sor hemispheresof fu.sedsil-
•"'"''" ""........"':"'Ic'(i;"TheInterfe'rencefiit'ers_Ver6deposlted on Suprasill.i(gradeIll) fused
substratesto minimize degradation.Blocking outside the primary transmission
_ands was achieved by interference layers only. No absorbing glasses were
used. The radiationin the bandsk- 0.2 - 0.53, 0.53 - 0.70, and 0.20 - 0.7
_m_as obtainedfrom the differentialvaluesof channel4 and 5 data, together
with valuesobtainedfrom channel 2. i
-.. 3. SOLAR CHA,_:_ELFIODULECO_;STRUCTIOI_
i-
The output from all the thermopileswas balancedso that the active and refer-
ence detectorsproducedan equal but opposite signal in responseto a thermal
transient.A large heat sink plus a referencedetectorvi{_,_ingof a .r.e.latively
constant temperatu_ source permitted the active detector to accurately re-
spond to the short-durationsolar radiation.
A_5
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Ftgu_ A-3. Spectral Intervals _*..ontt._redby the EP.P,Solar Channels (t_tth 1971 _b_SAStandard
ExtraterrestrialSolar.Curw)
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A cutaway drawing of channels 1 and 2 is shown in Figure A-4. The instrument
body and a mounting flange had'a large contact area producing good thermal
conduction.At the left was the limitingapertureor aperturestop. The ther-
..... mÙpile elen_,ntHaS the field stop. Windov:sare secured by bushings that to-
getherwith the wave springwashers and the retainingrings hold the two fused
silica_ind_,_sin place. Two thermistorsfor temperaturemonitoringwere In-
cluded, one in the thermopile body and the other in the modulobody. The
flange was the mounting surface for the heat sink. The componentsto the left
a11 fit withln a ho_e drilled out of the heat sink. The blackenedareas were
" producedby a specialinorganicdye anodizeapplied to the aluminumpieces.
•" _" ll[J _ -__--'_.H'-..' .l { t k__ ,,,\ I
, • ,°, ,, • , . .
.°
Figure A-4. Cross-SectlonalVie_ of Solar Channels1S and 2SI"
Proc_edlngfrom left to right in Figure A-4, the front aperture assembly is
•..: , •
..... """ " thefirst co_ponen_.,'The"sun_fa¢Ing'surfaceof this piece _,ashighly polishe(l
to reduce solar radiationabsorption.The second item _as the fomvard. 2-m-
-- thick Suprasil_1window. Behind it are its _£Ylargasket for protectionagainst
vibrationdamage and the wave spring washer that held it in place. The next
large metal piece was the dual-purposetransitionbaffle that holds the two
wave spring washers in carefully machined seats. During assembly, the rear
.. SuprasilW vdnd_v was inserted in the main b_ffle followed by its my!ar and
wave spring_ashers and then the transitionbaffie._e other componentswere
logicallymounted in reverse order _ith the front aperture assembly holding
all componentsin place. A roll pin was insertedat final assemblyto prevent
rotation of the front .aperture.
/
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All interiorsurfacesof the fo_-sardareas of the channelsviewedby the de-
tector were black. In normal high-irradiancelevel filter radiometry,it was
desirableto block all unwanted infraredradiationfrom reachingthe detector
from the baffles and other internalparts of the device.This was the reason
"_ that a quartz wind_,_was usually placed as cldse to the thermopileas prac_i-/
cal. For direct beam Solar measurementsusing filters,the largestsource of
unwanted infraredis usually reducedby the blocker used in conjunctionwith
the filter.
Most materialsof this typo absorb a portion of the incidentsolar energy and
reemit it as unwanted infrared.This design philosophyaccountsfor the two
wind.s in channels1S and 2S and for blockersin channels4S through10S.
The rear side of the mountingsurfaceof the flangeassemblywas polishedalu-
minum. The radiationshieldwas a copper can that was gold-platedon all ex-i •
posed surfaces.The referencereceiverprotrudedinto and wa_ ec.,,_pletelyn-
closed by this gold e_vity. The shield _#asmounted by three screws through
: thermally greased flanges to the channel body. Also within the radiation#i
i
shield but out of direct view of the reference receiver was a "go/no-go"
heater (not sho_n).This devicewas used to check thermopileresponseduging
ground testing and prelaunch procedureswhen light could not be used to
stimulatethe channels.
• ._I': ..
• . . .. • . -, . ... • "..
Therewere two thermistortemperaturesensors in each channel,one mounted in
the thermopilebody and the other in the instrumentbody near the thermopile
mountingsurface.The differentialmeasurementavailablefrom this combination
k
permittedevaluationof the thermalsinkingef the detectorand interpretation
o- of any signal offsets.
FigureA-5 shows the cuta\_aydrawingfor channel3. It is essentiallythe same
as those of channels 1 and 2 except that there are no fused silica_lindo.vs.
This channelwas sensitiveto all radiationfrom the UV to at least 50 _m in
i the infrared.
FigureA-6 sho;Isthe constructionof channelsmS and 5S. The for_vardSuprasil
, ff window _'as 4-ramthick. This wind_,Y thickness was necessary to keep parLicle
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-"" FigureA-5, Cross-SectionalView of Channel3SI
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Figure A-6. Cross-SectionalVie;aof Channels4S and 5S1
(Schott glass is middle optical element)
radiationfrom reachingthe filter _Yind_.The filter glass is the center disc
--- of the three.
._ • • • . • • •. • , °. , ,'o• o " o,o • • ., • ° , • . • . , ° -, , . . ° . , . . • . . , ,
Channel_6S, 7S, and 8S were constructedthe same as 4S and 5S except for the
/., spectral band of the interferencefilter. FigureA-7 sh_s the parts for this
type of channel. The interferencefilter (left, next to aperture) had t_o
/ different-sizedsubstrates.The 4-_ side faced the outside (t_JlardSun). An
infrared blocker of Suprasil il_,_asalso used as previously described. The
filter was placed near the front aperture rather than being used fo_.tKedual
purpose of blocker and filter at the rear. Placement of the filter at ther
opening permitted only radiationHithin the passband to enter the channel.
This preventedexcess heating of the interior_Yails,and, in essence, reduced
• the overall heating effects _ithin the channel. Since out-el-bandrejection
:_ . •
,' was primarilyby reflection the umYantedenergy was removedmore efficiently/
/
/' when the filterHas as far forward in the channel as possible.
...'/
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Figure A-7. Cross-Sectional View of Channels 6S, 7S, and 8S 1
•" (Interferencefilter is front opticalelement)
Figure A-8 shows the componentsof the channels 9S and 10S. In this case, the
major portion of the baffle assembly disconnectsfrom the relatlvelysmaller
....._"" flangeassembly.The activeand referencerecelversectionsare clearlyvisi-
ble. In thistypeof channel,the infraredblockerwas mountedto the flange
•" assemblyby a seha_ate_etainerring.The filterwas mountedintothe baffle
/ assembly from the rear using a separate holding assembly. The baffle and
./ flange assemblieswere then mounted togetherand lockedwith set-screws.
z
• o , . "/• o , , %°* ; , • • ,. °'. ° .•' • "" " ' " • •• - t • "°" ", "° • . • - •
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Figure A-8. Cross-SectionalView of Channels9S and 10S1
(Interference filter is front optical element)
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4. ERB-7 SOLARCHArINELIlOc)COrISTRUCTIONA_,'D(_PERATION2'3
The ERB-7 channelI0c design consistedof a thermopilewith a cavityradiation
• receiverin front of it. This rest_Itedin a nonsymmetricsensorwith a cavity
/ front face and a flat plate reference face. The cavity was composed of an
,/
" . invertedcone within a cylinder,the interiorof which _sascoatedwith•black
s
•", ." paint./
/
/i Figure A-9 sh_,vsthe constructionof channel 10c. As noted, its interior is
/
circular and it has an aperture at A togetherwith baffleslocatedalong the
,'/" interiorof the cylinderat B. The inverted black-paintedcone at C absorbs/
,/- " and also reflectssome radiationto the surroundingwall.
The radiometerhad a IO°FOVthat allo_,edthe Sun to fully irradiatethe cavity
.-- for about 3 minutesduringeach orbit.The angularresponsewas a cosine func-
tion. This had been proved during flight by monitoringthe off-axisresponse
relativeto the on-axissolar signal.The sensor also did not experiencethe
i;> off-axiseffectsthat occurredon IHmbus 6 becauseof an improvedbaffle de-
" sign. Although the adherence to cosine response holds over the entire 10°
field,the m_asuremr_ntswere generallyselectedfor an off-axisangle oi_l.ess
than 0.5°•
. A precisionelectricalheater, attachedto the cavity assembly,was turned on
." ... .".........about-.once.every.2..weeks.duringcal.ibr_tionsequences while the _str_ment
"viewed"deep space.The sensor outputwas sampled once each secondwhe_ the
experimentwas in its operationalmode.
To make very high accuracyirradiancemeasurements,it is necessaryto measure
- the cavityelectricalheatingp_er. In addition,the nonequlvalencein sensor
• responseto radiativeand electricalheating must be measured.Thus, it _¢as
"'i_ necessaryto measurechannel lOc cavity heater currentsand voltagein addi-
tion to the sensor response.This was accomplishedi_ the manner sh_n in
FigureA-IO.
The 10c radiometerhas been very stable. The power of the cavity heater has
remained stable to within 0.2 percent of the mean value. The sensitivity,of
A-11
FigureA-9. CrossSectionsof ERB-7SolarChannellOcConstruction
(Extracted fron, an Eppley Lab Dluaprtnt) "-.__.
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the devicehas remainedstableto 0.16 percentof the mean value after correc-
tion for temperature variations.The sensitivity determinationsdepend on
these quantitiesduring the in-flightcalibrations,The three pertinentread-
ings are heater current,heater voltaqe,and the thermopilesignal. However,
during solar measurement,the thermopilesignal is the only sensed value.•
The noise equivalentirradianceis estimatedto be 0.024 llm"2, which is well
°
hel_a the resolutioncapabilitiesof the Nimbus ERB data system.One digital
count of signal is equivalentto 0.77 Wm"2. Performanceis limited by the
analog-to-digitalconverterto ±0.5 count. Thus, the uncertaintydue to this
limitationis about_0.04 percent of the signal duringthe solar measurement.
During calibration,the same limitationapplies to the current and voltage
readings,yieldinguncertaintiesof 0.025 percentof their full-scalevalues.
5. ERB SOLARCHANNELASSEr_3LYANDOPERATION
The ten solar channels (I through I0) vie_/ forward of the spacecraft in its
X-Y plane, They were _aunted in a solar channel assembly housing that rotated
parallel to the spacecraft Z-axis. It was possible to turn the assembly by
commandso that its optical axes could be oriented as much as 20 degrees, to
either side of the spacecraft velocity vector axis permitting optimum solar
data acquisition.
•" .. ......The:ERB channplmodule consisted of a detectorand preamplifierelectronics
package placed as close as possible to the detector, thus minimizing the
length of electricalconnectionsbetweenthe two units. The preamplifiervlas
.,.. the most important component in handling small siqnals of the type produced by
a thermopile, Short electrical lead lengths produced by close coupling reduced
the possibility that thermals and other effects would produce data offsets.
The method of mating the electronics can to the channel also reduced the ef-
fects of radio frequency interference (RFI) and other electromagnetic inter _
ference (EMI).
" To provide space reference reading and permit electronic testing, the average
........ counts for tl_ree major frames 13 minutes before and after solar acquisition
were used. ERB-6 and -7 solar data analysis has indicated that fairly constant"
values exist in the data during these periods. Usable solar" data were acquired
A-14
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only duringabout a 3-minuteperiod in each orbitwhen the spacecraftwas over
" the Antarcticregion.
5.1 SOLARDOOR ASSEMBLY
The solar channelsrequireda sun shield to shieldthe housingfrom the Sun's
radiation.If a shieldwere not used, the housingwould receivea substantial
pulse of energy from the Sun causing its temperatureto rise. This rise would
then influence the temperatureof the thermopilesthat w_re thermallysunk in
the housing.This would in turn result in an erroneouschange in the thermo-
pile's outputs.To avoidthis, solar shieldingwas mandatory.
To protectthe solar channels,the solar door assemblycovered all the chan-
nels simultaneously.The device was designedprincipallyfor use in anticon-
taminationprotectionand was not considereda radiometricshutter.The door
was closedduringall testingnot involvingthe solarchannels,all periodsof
transitand storage,_,d duringprelaunchoperations.Tl_edoor remainedclosed
durin_ the launch sequence and for the first weeks in orbit. This provided
solar optical protectionduring maximum spacecraft"outgassing."After this
safetyperiod,the door remainedopen most of the time. °°
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APPENDIXB
FIXED EARTH-FLUX(WFOV)CHANNELS
1. CONSTRUCTION
There were four fixed earth-fluxchannelsnumbered11E through 14E. Channels
11E and 12E were duplicatesin the same sense as channels1S and 2S, one being
used only occasionallyto check the constancyof the other.Th_ field-of-view
'.. characteristicsof all these channelswere chosen to view the entire Earth's
surface visible from the Ni_bus orbit within their unencumberedFOV. An al-
...... lowancewas made for a small angularmisalignmentwith regardto the nadir. In
" addition,channel12E had a selectablesmallerfield, consistingof an insert-
able stop that permitted viewing of slightly less than the entire Earth's
surface.Channels 11E and 12E were total radiationchannels,with no filters
or windows, permittingthe measurementof absolute irradlanceover the band
from 2_:0.2 to 50 pm. The basic channelsubassemblyis shown in Figure B-l.
The earthward-facingsurfacesof these channelswere highly polishedvacuvm-
! deposited aluminum..Tb_.channelsall used type N3 thermopileswith circular
receivers.They were fabricatedfrom aluminizedKapton on _hich a circleof
cured ChemglazeZ-306 paint had been applied and then overcoatedwith 3_I-t_pe
401-C10black velvetopticalpaint.
.. .. Figur.e.B-2shows channel13E, which was the short-wavefixed earth-fluxchan-
• * o . • . • ° . . , , • , o ." ,. • • , • . • . o .'. ,
nel. As shown in FigureB-3,"it was equipped_ith two hemispheresof Sup'ras'il
W (gradeIll) fused silica,The spectralband matchedthose of channelsIS and
2S. The differencein radiation,measured by channel 12E \.lithfull field and
13E, was consideredto be the long-waveterrestrialcomponent (i.e., 3.8 to
>50 _m).
Figure B-4 is a drawing of channel 14E, which has a broadband (RG695 glass)
; filter hemisphereto match the band of channel 5S, The use of RG695_'as a
separatorof the short-\.,,aveirradianceabout its cutoffwavelengthof approxi-
mately 0.7 l_m, has been com_nonpractice in albedo m_asurements. After proper
correction for channel 13E and 14E measured irradiance values, the irradiance
in the band _,= 0,20 to (1.7 _Lmwas determined. Thus, the prim_rily scatteri_g
and absorbing regions of the short-wave reflected radiation would be independ-
ently assessed. The RG6g5 (partial) hemisphere of channel 14[ _as between.two
B-I
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FigureB-1. Cross-SectionalVieivof Channels11E and
12E (totalradlatlonearth-fluxchannels)1
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Figure B-2, Cross-Sectio_alVie_voi"Channel 13E
(short-_:'avelength earth-flux channel)1
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" Suprasll!,1fused silicahemispheres,The outer one was thick enough to attenu-
ate particle radiation that might damage the glass. The inner dome was an
•Infraredradiationblo_klngfilter.
2. CHARACTERISTICS
The fixed earth-flux channels were used, in conjunction with the scanning
channels,in such a manner that the integralsolid angle of the measuredradi-
ance values of the scannlng channels could be compared wlth the radiation
derived from the fixed-channeldata. This permittedstabilityand degradation
checks as well as providedthe opportunityto achievethe ERB scientificob-
Jective of simultaneous_asurement of global and synopticfeatures.It also
facilitatedthe introductionof correctionfactors.
Table B-1 lists pertinentcharacteristicsof the fixed earth-fluxchannels.
, Table B-I
Characteristicsof ERB Fixed_lide-AngleFOV Channels
• i | . , L........
Channel _lavelengthLimits Filter IrradianceRange
(l_m) Anticipated(_Im-2)"
11 <0.2 to >50 None -200 to +600
12 <0.2 to >50 None -200 to +600
• . . . • ° . ° • .
•• • .. ''-" -13"..... 0_2-_o'3.'8".. .2Suprasil11 0 to 450 • •
liemispheres ..
14 0.695 to 2.8 RG695 0 to 250
Hemispheres
Betv_een2
Suprasil£I
Hemlspheres
Notes: I, Channels II and 12 are redundant channels, Channel ii
has black-painted baffles and is used for in-fligh_
calibration of Channel 12, Channel 12 has polished"
aluminum baffles similar to those on Nimbus 6.
2, All channels have type N3 then_opile sensors.
3, All channels have an unencumbered FOV of 121 degrees and
a maximumFOV of 133,3 degrees, Channel 12 has an addi-
-. tionalFOV selectionof 89,4 degreesunencumbered,112.4"..
degrees maxitnum. ". •
4, Output of these channels is a 3,8-second integral of the
/ instantaneous readlngs,/
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SCANNINGCHANNELS
t
/ I, SCANNINGCHANi_ELHISTORYI
/
A subsidiary of the Hughes Aircraft Company, Santa Barbara Research Center,/
.- .it
/ performed the preliminaryERB scanning channel study and conceptualdesiqn
l
work.* Scan pattern requirementsand Nimbus orbit characteristicstudies
resulted in the unique ERB telescope design aad scan patternsdescribed in
this section. This unique design developed by Gulton shared one telescope
.... -between the long- and short-v_avelengthsensor systems.Their use of all-
...
reflectiveopticsmade the short-wavechannelpolarizationinsensitive.
2. PYROELECTRICHARDWAREDETAILS2
The design of the ERB pyroelectr!¢sensor system _Yasbased on the kT-4400
commercialdetectorsmade by Laser Precision,Inc, Since space-qualifiedma-
terialswere used, a number of modificationswere necessary.Table C-1 gives
the"basic advantages"Awld"disadvantagesof this type of detector.
• _...:
The overalldeslgnof these detectorsis sh_;m in Figure C-1, The pyroelect_ic
...'" crystal after being cut and polishedi;aselectrodedliith a vacuum-deposited
• i nickellayer.After appropriatelayerbordering,aluminum_,lasdepositedon the
"" ';: " • """;'.'."• .i'earel'e_.trode,Thi.s.alum_numsurface.determinedthe active area randwas.ac.cu-
.... rately centeredrelativeto the crystalsubstrate.Lead/electrodebonding andi
assembly in the can supportsystemcompletedthe unit.
:.....:-- 3, TELESCOPECONSTRUCTION1'3
Four telescopes similar in cross section to. that sho_.qnin Figure 6 were
aligned so that a ]2 ° angle separated their center • lines _hen projected onto
the horizontal plane, The instantaneous FOV of each telescope was field stop
*This design required 8 telescopes (4 for.3 v;ave and 4 short wave) and crystal
depolarizers, ...
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""; limitedto 0.25°by5.12°. As indicatedin FigureC-1, the telescopeseach con-
tainedoff-axismirror objectives.A'cOmmon rotatingradiationchopper inter-
. /j ruptedthe focusedbeam Just before it enteredthe field stops.Separationof/
.__L- . the beam into short- and long-wavelengthcomponentswas accomplishedby a
time-sharingbeam splitterand the radiationchopper.Each telescopeconsisted
of a field stop, spectral filter, cross-axistilted relay mirror, aperture
stop, detector, and preamplifier.With the off-axis mirror objective and
• cross-axistilted relay mirror tilted equally with respect to the optical
"/ axis, the effects of reflection-producedradiationpolarizationwere mini- '
mized. The detectorwas a pyroelectricelement. The detected radiationwas
intentionallydefocusedto providea uniformfield response.
..
Differentfilterelementsgiven in Table C-2 distinguisedthe long- and short-
wave capsule characteristics.The short-wavefilters consistedof a disc of
>. Supersil-_Iquartz,whereas the long-wavefiltersused diamond substrateswith
_- dielectriccoatings.The long-wavecoatingswere designedto block the ener_
in the region of the spectrum bel_l 4.5 microns. Since the diamond subs_rate
passed IR wavelengthsout to about 50 microns,an overall4.5- to 50-mi'cron
filter resulted.
• . . , , - • , , , • • °• ° • , " ° " • "." • . , • • , • . • ... •
-- "TableC-2 " " " "
Characteristicsof ERB ScanningChannels
Channel WavelengthLimits Filter FOV
(_m) (degrees)
' t
. 15-18 0.2 to 4.8 Suprasil_I 0.25 x 5.12
.... 19-22 4.5 to 50 Deposited 0.25 x 5.12 ..
-, Iayerson
diamond
substrate
A l._iderange of spectralresponsewas obtainedby coatingthe detectorswith a
black 3M paint. _he detector elements consisted of pyroelectriccry.s.t'als
. C-4
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sliced normal to their polarizationaxis. Electrodeswere depositedon each
side; then the frontwas sprayedwith a very thin layer of 3M401 black paint.
. _ At the detector,the beam had a cross-sectionaldimensionof about 0.5 mm by
3.0 m. Areas of the detectorcrystalmore than 0.1 m beyondthe beam envel-
ope were not blackened.This helped reducethe off-fieldsensitivity.
The four telescopeshad differentpointing directionsthat were obtained by
aligningthe telescopeat appropriateangles with respect to the scan head
base plate. Fine adjustmentof the FOV was obtainedby a movable field stop
near the primary focus of the telescope. The telescopes were of the
Herschelian(offsetparabola)type with specularblack bafflesalong the bar-
-" rel for stray light control.The beam bundle exited the telescopeat an angle
of 23°relativeto the incomingbeam centerline.After the beam bundleemerged
from the side of thetelescope, it passed through the chopping plane at an
angle of about20° fr_ a normalthroughthe plane.When the choppingport was
blocked,this short-waverelay capsule saw the black-paintedsurface of the
• °° , . • • . ,
chopperblade.
The other side of the chopperblade had a gold mirror finishthat efficiently
reflectedthe long-waveenergy to the long-waverelay capsule.This occurred
while the short-wavecapsulevtasblocked.Tl,eforegoingtwo capsuleswere then
. , • ."'"'_ "'"" ""..... synTn6tric'a1'l_"dfsp'osed'abou£'the'chopp_ngplane, alternatelymakinguse'of the
incomingtelescope beam on a 50-percentduty-cyclebasis. Excellent mirror
finish was obtained by depositing gold on a polished quartz blank chopper
wheel.
While the long-wavecapsulewas not viewing the external scene, it viev_eda
small gold-platedmirrorwith an optical surfacedesignedso that the.capsule
sees itself (i.e.,the sensorvie_Yedthe area of the field stop portion'ofthe
relay capsule that was painted with 3M401 black and served as a blackbody
referencefor the long-wavechannels).A platinum resistancesensor was used
to determinethe temperatureof this referenceblackbody.
C-5
/The chopperhad eight bladeswith the telescopesarrangedabout it so that the
four telescope-producedbeams were cut simultaneously.A single choppervsheel
position pickupwas adequatein the subsequentdemodulationrequiredfor all
, eight signals.Fur the four long-wavechannels,the positionpickupsignal_as
phase invertedto provide a proper output signal polarity.Choppingthe opti-
cal signalresultedin a doublesidebandsuppressedcarriersystem.Becauseof
the more or less square-wavechopping,the carrieror carriersoccurredat the
fundamentaland odd harmonicsof the choppingfrequency.The signal channel
then had a sensitivityto noise in a band about the above carriers.A form of
noise that had to be dealt with was the responseof the detectorsthemselves
to scanning channel accelerations.The final chopping frequencywas set at
166-2/3Hz after a spectralanalysisof the scan head accelerationsover all
scan modeswas made. A minimumin the accelerationresponsewas found near the
above frequencyand at the first few odd harmonics.
_ " 4. DETECTORAIIPLIFIERS1'2'3
The pyroelectricdetectorsoperateon the principlethat a temperaturechange
causes an electricalchargeto be displaced.The resultantcurrentwas almost
7
proportionalto the temperaturerate of change if the resultantcurrent vlas
alleged to charge the capacitanceof the detector itself and the amplifier
input. A triangular voltagewaveform resulted from the square-waveoptical
choppingoperation.
• ...:. ..._." ...... ,.:.-.:.....
• • , • .., o • . . ,
Design of the detectorelements was a"compromisebetween speed of respo'nse,
sensitivity,and ruggedness.The mass of the crystal relativeto the layerof
black paint had also to be balancedso that the crystalwas in fact heated by
the absorbed energy. A relativelymassive layer of black would result in a
very small response from the crystal. By the same token, the crystal _las
mounted so that it is thermallyisolatedfrom a surroundingstructure;other-
wise, the crystalwould change temperature. :
The full-scalesignal of the detector outputwas approximately50 NV•because
the preamplifier \vas located as close as possible to the detector. The pream-
plifier vlaslocatedon the respectivedelay capsulesand coveredby a shield.l
• °
i'
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In the scan head a few inches away from the preamplifier sensor, a gain stage
amplified the signal to a level sufficient to be transmitted over the flexible
cable going to the scan head. Each channel had i_dividual signal and ground
.,'"
/ lines in this cable.
A differentialline receiver-amplifierlocated i_ the central electronics
producedthe final gain in the channel gain string.Foll_dng this, a full-
, wave synchronousdemodulatorremovedthe chopping-inducedcarrierin the man-
ner shown in Figure C-2. A pair of alternatelyoperatingintegratorsinte-
gratedthe signalfor 0.4 second, followedby a hold periodwhile the outputs
were digitized.Dual integratorswere requiredbecausethe data formatdid not
permit insertionof the data from eight scanningchannels in the 0.1 second
betweenscenes.
In contrastto the solar and earth-fluxchannels,the scan channeldemodulator
did not use a window. The differencehere was that optical choppingdid not
inducespikesat the crossoverPoints as did electronicchopping.
The Phase ReferencePickup (PRP)was particularlyimportantfor proper scan-
nihg channel performa_e. To provide the best possible signal-to-noiseper-
formance, the PRP required calibrated adjustment.This adjustmenttook"€he
form of maximizingthe channeloutput signal for a constantscene situation.
Because of the different viewing or pointing angles of the telescopes,the
beam bundlesdid not have exactly the same centroidlocationrelativeto the
• , ,, . . , , ,
"" _" "'"'" ";'"'"''c_6pping'bladeedges.'Theresuitant'€ompromise_,asan adjustmentabout l.per-
cent away from the maximumpoint of severalchannels.
The PRP signal itselfwas generatedby a LED liqht sourceand a phototransis-
tor pair. They were mounted so that the chopper blades passed between them and
interrupted the LED beam on a 50-percent duty-cycle basis• Two independent
sets of light source/detectors were available; a ground commandwas used to
select either PRPI or PRP 2.
• °
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:_ , . 5. SCAN ARTICULATION2'4
' _. As indicatedin FigureC-3, the scan head was in a gimbalmountedon the mainframe of he radiometerunit. The spools of multiple lead wir betwe n the
! yoke and the main frame carriedthe sensor power and the sensor signals,The
.. gimbalarrangementprovidingthe pointingdirectionof the scan head was spec-
ifiedby two angles,_and B, The angle _, in the verticalplane,was measured
• betweenthe Z-axis (_- 0°) directionand the outsideedge of the FOV, whereas
the anglep, in the horizontalplane,was measuredbet_veenthe +X axis (P+ 0°)
of the spacecraft(directionof travel)and the center of the FOV. The'verti-
cal motionwas accomplishedwith a stepper drive motor that rotatedthe scan
head in steps of 0.25°• The glmhalrotationwas driven by a steppermotor that
rotatedthe gimbal in steps of 0.5° , Figure C-4 sh_s the location of the
I/_ scanner to the channels.
in relation WFOV
The FOV's of the four scannlng-channeltelescopeswere rectangular,0.25°by
• -_. 5.12° , and were arranged so that wlth _ 58.6°, th_ tippercorners of the
f
: FOV's lay along the Earth's horizon. The narr_,_ angle (0.25 °) side of the FOV
• • o • •
was in the directionof vertical(_) motion. The FOV's of tIielono-wavelength
"_ channels19 throu.qh22 _Yerecoincident,respectively,\._iththose of the _hqi't-
\
:_':i- wavelengthcilannels15 throu,qh18, Thus, an arc se.m,._enthavinqa radiusequiv-
-_ '_ alent to the Earth's horizonwhen viewed from the spacecraftpassed thrmlgh]J _..
I the l.ongclimensionof the.field. The primary scan sweep was alon_qthe 0,.25_
•., . • . ." , , "" .'• • • , ,'•° . J°°° .° ,, • , • • • . • o ° oO , , . • . . . . . . oi: direction,indexingthesca.headS.12°, et.eent,,p do,n
° total coverage was obtained over the area scanned..a
I '. The scan pattern generatorhad four basic duties:the patterndetermination,
!i__ beta position initialization,and incrementalalpha and beta motion logic.
:i .....: Each selected pattern containeda sequence of long-, short-, and lonq-,qrld
._ motion. This sequencewas repeatedonce for each of the fo',Irbasic pat_r_s.
:t
! ....Z_ " _ The fifth patternv_asa compoundpattern, the perform._nceof the third fol-
!:ii ' lowed by the fourth pattern, Long-grid motion caused the scan sensor qroup to
1 s_veepto the local Earth's horizon _nd beyond, then return in a symmetricalfashion about the space-vie\v n.qposition.Short-gridmotion caused tI_es. .n]
_ °o °
X '
Figure  C-3 .  Scan Hardware w i  t,h Electrical Leads 
Figure C-4. Assembled Scan Hardware
,//,_
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sensor group to sweep to a nadir, angle of 55 degrees and then symmetrically
return.
6. SCAN PATTERNDETERMINATION
The patternof incrementalscan motion _Yasdeterminedby the number of scan
advancecommandsreceivedby a recyclingmodule five counter. If routinefive
was selected, the pattern determinatorcalled for either pattern three or
. four, depending on _hether motion was occurringduring the first or secondi
sevenmajor frames of the pattern.If a SCAN OFF was issueddurlnqthe routine
,.. four portion of routine five and the pattern counterwas not advanced,upon
receiptof a subsequentSCAN ON command, the pattern generatorcalled forth
• .. pattern four, not pattern three, with the remainingthree/fouralternations
being reversed.
Additional details regarding the telescope scanning characterlsitcscan be
. .... found in References1 and 3 or in the Ni_Jus6 or ? User'sGuide,
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APPENDIXD
' MATERIALSSELECTIONAND TESTIrlG "
I. FABRICATIONF_TERIALSI
In Phase I of the initialERB-6 program,all materialsto be used in the solar
and earth-fluxchannelswere screened,researched,and tested to ensure the
long-termstabilityof the instrumentationin orbit, r_anyof the tests were
performed by the Materials Research and DevelopmentBranch (BIRDB)of NASA/
:, GSFC. Vacuum characteristicsof paints, adhesives,lacq_ers, sealants, and
primerswere considered.Two of the major results were that Eppley-Parson's
... black usually could not be used. The _IRDBscientists recommendeda curing
procedure for the special varnish that allowed its continueduse in sealing
the thermopiles.A number of oven bakeout,curing, and vacuum bakeoutopera-
tions were used in the manufacturingprocess. Thus, all of sensor surfaces
-" were blackenedusing 3M-401CI0velvetblack paint.The requiredbakeoutopera-
tions were used in the manufacturingprocess.The requiredbakeoutprocedures
were performedin a vacuum of 10-6 torr. Although better blacks for cosine
responseand high absorptivity,such as Parson'sblack and some_gold blacks,
were available,they did not meet space-usecriteria.
.. Thermal surfacesof the channel modules and the interfacesto tileexperiment
. , , . . .... , . , ,, o . , ° ° , ,• , .
•""' :" " " ....... frame were"coated _ith E_erson and "Cumm'ings-typeTC-4 grease to ensure,good
thermalcontactunder vacuumconditions.
---;-s The black coating of the interiorchannelwalls and bafflespresenteda prob-
lem becauseof the difficultyin applyingthe paints to the small reflection-
reducinggrooves.A black-anodizingprocessusing inorganicdyes was investi-•r . .
,. gated and used. Normalblack anodizingwas not acceptablebecauseof its opti-
cal characteristicsand vacuumenvironmentconsiderations.
The coating of the solar-facingsurfaceshad to be one with a lo_Ysolar ab-
sorbance.Polishedaluminumsurfacesvleretested, but it appearedthat highly
machined surfaceswere satisfactoryfor the small cross-sectionalareaS,l_re-
sentedby the o_Jter ings of these channels.
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2. OPTICALMATERIALS
The opticalmaterialshad to withstandthe Nimbusorbit environmentfor a long
period of time iat least 1 year) without sufferingchanges in their transmis-
sion properties.These materialsIvereexposedto solar ultravioletas well as
to particleradiation.The primary optical materialused in the channelswas
fused slllca.A programwas conductedin the design study phase to determine
the best possiblefused silica for use in the experiment.After a literature
and material availabilitydata search, it appearedthat Corning type 1940,*
Dynasil I000,t and SuprasilW_ fused silicaswere the best materialsfor win-
dows and interferencefilter substrates.Of these,SuprasilW appearedbest in
withstandingthe Particle radiation environment;further, it exhibitedthei I
best transmissioncharacteristicsin the near infraredsince the typical2.7-
pm OH absorptionband was not present.ObtainingSuprasilII, of the highest
quality,was a problem at that time because the manufacturerhad discontinued
the process, apparentlyas a result of a lack of a market. However, it was
agreed that they l,_ould9roduce sufficientstock for tl,eERB experiment.
All the foregoingfused silicas,plus Infrasil,*were testedfor damagecaused
_.-,
by the anticipatedparticleand UV radiationlevelsof the flimbusorbit.Radi-
ation levelswere chosen based on the Nimbus orbit parameters.Particleflu-
€ricesand.energ!eF.forboth..electrons,and protonswere suppliedby the Theo-
• • ° 1 • • , °•
• - . • ° • . • • . ° , . . ° ° ° •
reticalStudies Branch of flASA/GSFC.Samples were exposed in vacuum, and it
was found that for the projected l-year Nimbus life period, no significant
changes occurred in the transmittanceof the fused silicasdueto particle
radiation.It was also determinedthat the fused silicas in sufficientthick-
. ness would be used to preventparticleradiationinduceddamage to the Schott
....-: colored glassesand to the multilayermaterialsof the interferencefilters
. • • -
Therefore,no transmittancechangeswere expectedin the case of the ERB optl-
cal elements.
• °
_ *CorningGlass Corporation
• _Reglsteredtrade name of DynasilCorporationof America
_Hanufacturedby Englehard-Hereaus-Schott,Hanau,_lestGermany
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/ The resultsof UV exposuretesting,in vacuum,presentedanotherproblemsince
/
p all the fused silicasshowedsome changesas a resultof exposureto siinulated
solar radiation.SuprasilW exhibitedthe least effect, followed by Corning
7940 an,_then Dynasil 1000 and Infrasil II. It appeared that the original
choice of SuprasilW was appropriate.Considerationhas been given to "pre-
aging" the substratesbefore use for the final filters,because the decrease
• in transmittancewith time leveled off after about 1200 equivalentUV solar
hours.
The Schottglassesshowedno degradationdue to UV radiation.Two of the pre-
prototypeinterferencefiltersexhibitedtransmittancedepletionbecauseof UV
exposure,which appearedto be in excess of that caused by the substratema-
terial, Dynasil 1000. It is not certain what caused the degradationsince
other filtersof similarconstructiondid not show any effect.
3. IrITERFERENCEFILTERS
The most desirable'transmittancecurve for filter radiometricapplicationsis
a sharp cut-on, flat top, and sharp cut-off (i.e., ideallya square wave).
This is seldom realizablefor deposited interferencefilters. Filters must
reject radiationoutside the main transmissionband to the extent that the
total irradiance at the thermopile receiver, because of out-of-band
"" "":" ."• tran_mitt_d"_herg_,'overth_'eht.iresolar spectrum,is less than one half of I
percent.
Since the ideal shape cannot be realized,filter factors (reciprocalof the
effectivetransmittance)must be such that for all possible extraterrettrial
• solar spectraldistributionsover the pertinentfilterbands, they should not
differ by more than a fractionof I percent. For example,in the _ = 0.250-
0.300-_m extraterrestrialband, where considerable_easurement differences
between various investigatorsexist, the variationin filter factor for the
ERB-6 channel 10S filter must be nearly the sa_e for the two most different
solar curves. Since the curv_ shape rather than the absolutespectralirradi-
ance is the critical-considerationhere, the t_vocurves that differ mos_ in
this manner are the most important..
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APPENDIXE
TEST ANDcALIBRATIONPROGRAMS1
The high precisionand accuracyrequirementsof the experimentdemandedthat a
comprehensivetest and calibrationprogram be performed on c_ponents, fin-
ishedmodules and the overallERB sensor system.
p
1. COMPONENTTESTING
The test programbegan with the receipt of raw materials.Optical m_iterials
were tested for transmittanceover.the pertinentspectralbands,opticalqual-
ity, and proper size before being used for fabricationof wind,as, filter
substrates,or hemispheres.Thermopileswere tested a number of times during
manufactureto ensure that the resistanceof the wire and the isolationfrom
the body were correct for each step in the manufacturingprocess.Glass and
fused silicawind_.vswere tested for the variationof transmittancewith angle
of incidenceover the range of the FOV of the appropriatechannel.The effect
of temperature.on..the.s_ortTwavecut-on of the coloredglasswas measuredover
the range of O°to +50°C. These latter tests were performedto obtain correc-
.L
tion info_tion for use duringboth the calibrationand the actualexperiment
data evaluationprograms.
'. Tests on interferencefilters includednormal and off-axistransmittancemea-
, • , . . : ° .- _ • • . , • . . , . , " , . , , , • '- ° ,. "° , ° , , , . • . . ,
surements and changes with temperature. In addition, tests for secondary
transmittancewere performedin an operationalas well as in a spectrophoto-
metric manner. In the former instance, the integral transmittanceof the
.... filter,as irradiatedby a solar simulatorbeam, was monitoredby a pyrhelio-
meter, selectivesharp cut-on glass windows being used to shutterthe primary
transmissionregionwhile all_,ving•atleast 9n percent of the energy in the
suspectedsecondarytransmissionreg':onto reach the filter.The uniformityof
transmittanceover the free apertureregion of the filter area was also moni-
.. tored using small •masks.
Tests on completed t',_,ermopiles included the evaluation of (I) vacuum-air ratio
of responsivity; (2) IInearity over the dynamic range of response;. (_)'time-
, constants of the active and reference receivers; (4) temperature dependence of
, E-]
/
!/ /
//
responsivityover the operationaltemperatureranges in air and vacuum, and_
(5) preliminaryair responsivity(determinedas the last step in testproce-
dure after the thermopilehas been mated with the appropriatemodule body).
Here, "air" refers to an atmosphericpressure,and "vacuum"refers to _ pres-
sure of 10-6 torr or less. Table E-I indicatesthe thermopilecharacteristics
in air and a vacuum.
Table E-1
ERB ThermopileCharacteristics
/ Characteristic* Type
b N3 K2 '
/
- IrradianceResponsivity
or Sensitivity
_. (mVl_cm"2) "
I_I In Air 0.098 0.750Vacuum 127 1 31
Vacuum/AirRatio
(Unitless) 1.300 1.750
Time Constant
I_I Air (sec) i.000 3,000 1• .'. . .'-.........:....... .Vacuum(sec.)• "" . .... 1 2 4.000 " • •
Resistance(R) 820.000 5000.000
Inductance(_H) 3.500 30.000
Capacitancet
(a) Across contacts(pF) 1.900 0.200
(b) To body (pF) 330.000 <10.000
•All characteristicsvary some_Yhatfrom unit to unit; values
here are averages.
_. _ote changeof units bet_een (a) and (b).
A set of Angstr_ electrical compensationpyrheliometerscalibratedagainst
the internationalreference,in Davos, S_Yitzerland,was used as standardsfor
the total short-\vave and broad-bandpass channels, rlormal incidence
• °
E'2
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(thermopile-type)pyrheliometersthat had been calibratedagainstthe Eppley
" standardsand that were fitted•with matchingfilte_s_wereused for calibrating
the interferencefilters. Obviously, the two channels having the shortest
wavelengthbands could not be intercomparedin naturalsunlightat the Earth's
surfaceandtherefore were calibratedwith simulatedsolar radiation.
With all solar channelcalibrationsin naturalsunlight,correctionswere made
t
for the effects of atmosphericturbidity (16) and FOV differences(17) to
accountfor the differentamountsof the circumsolarsky radiationacceptedby
thereference and test detectors. Correctionsfor the variationof filter
factorwith resp_ F _- *_ variousterrestrialand simulatedsolar curveswere
-_ made.
The RS;4transfer calibrationmethod was based on (1) no short-wavesource
being consideredsufficientlystableto serve as a primarytransferdevice "as
pertains.tothe ERB performancespecificationsand requiredcalibrationaccu-
racies," (2) a thermopileelement being regarded as the most reliable and
. o ° ° , ,
stable operationalradiationdetectoravailablefor use in transfercalibra-
tions of the type required for the ERB radiometer,and (3) the geometryof
transferCalibrationsbeing easily maintainedwhen both instrumentsinvolved
in the transferwere of similarconstruction.
"'" "'-'""" "'"''''" I".'I"'"ELRT_ILFtIU_('CHAI_iEIZ_"'""".... • -.
Calibrationsof channels11E and 12E were of two types: long-waveand short-
wave. The long-wave(IR)calibrationswere performedusing a specialblackbody
source. The short-wave calibrationsof the earth,flux channels of the RSM
_ instrumentswere performedin the integratinghemispherefor diffuseradiation
and at the observatoryby use of direct solarbeam occulting.For channels11E
and 12E, specialSuprasil£I partialhemisphereswere used during short-wave
calibrations.
Channels 13E and 14E were calibratedin the same manner as the foregoing
\ short-waveCalibrations,_ith the exceptionthat RG695matchingglass_as used
on both the pyrheliometerand pyranometerstandardsof calibrationof I¢E_
- . ,
, E-3
1.2 STIMULIEQUIPMENT -
There are two basic types of stimuli equipmentfor the earth-fluxchannels.
,, The first is the Total Earth-fluxChannel Blackbody(TECB).It was a double-
/ cavity blackbodyunit designedfor calibratingboth channels11E and 12E.after
•they were mounted to the ERB package.It operatedover the range 180 to 390 K
• with an apparent emissivityunder test conditions, in vacuum of 0.995 or
greater.Its designwas based on the use if the surfacesof the channelbeing
_',, calibratedas an integralpart of the blackbody.The FOV's of both channels ,
were filled during this calibration.Temperatureswere measuredto 0.I°C and
, controlledto that accuracyin the ERB-6.
The Short-wave Earth-fluxChannel Comparator (SECC)was used for intercom-
,, paringchannels13E and 14E of a flight instrumentwith the matchingchannels
"_,_' of the RSM. It consistedof a four-aperturelight box assemblywith a single
quartz halogen lamp source havinga tungstenfilament.The primarylight beam
• - was directedto each of the four channelsby a rotatingmirror assembly,
, • ,,, ,, • , . ,
The primarypiece of stimuli equipmentfor intercomparingthe RS_Iand fligh_
' instrumentsolar channelswas the solar simulatorthat had a Xenon arc as a
'-,,
source. Solar spectral match was provided by filters. A spectral matching
i . . • o , . ,....._ . .-• - filterused for channels1S through8S was removedfor the intercomparisonsof
.....• ," ' channels'g% and"li,_" ""''" " ..... "'" "
; " 2. THERMALANALYSTS
"i........ Based on an early estimateof thermaltransientsduring the on-sun-measuring
periods,the necessityof obtainingthe best possiblebalancebetween active
_ and referencejunctionthermal time constantswas established.Once balanced/ /
• as a unit, the thermopiletransientoffset signalswere thosecaused by selec-°
: tive heatingor coolingwithin its view (notthe channelFOV). To preventsuch
i,
, radiationalthermal offset effects, the rear of the thermopilewas encased,
without contact, in a copper-base,gold-platedshield device to ensure that
the referencereceiverdid not producea signal becauseof a transientradia-.
!
tiona_ surrounding. ".
J
!
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•- '.- The situationfor the active receiverwas somewhatmore difficultto control
,-_ . becauseno •suchshieldingcould be used withoutjeopardizingthe mission.
, Thus, both the conductive,and radiation transientswere reduced by careful
analysisand testing._The channelsin which the greatestpossibilityof tran-
--_ sient offset•was possible were 9S and 10S due to radiationaleffects and
"-'" channels6S, 7S, and 8S becauseof conductivetransients.• '-....
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